
From: hliana@ccsemc.com.tw 
Sent: Friday, January 16, 2004 12:38 AM 
To: scheng@ccsemc.com 
Cc: cert@ccsemc.com.tw 
Subject: Re: AN04T3593 NUTEK ALARM ELVNTRCA 
 
Hi Steve,  
 
Please find the attached email by Naomi below.  
 
If you have any further comments, please feel free to contact us. 
 
Best regards, 
 
 Liana Hsiung (&#29066;&#36899;&#26525;) 
 =================== 
 
&#31243;&#26234;&#31185;&#25216;&#32929;&#20221;&#26377;&#38480;&#20844;&#21496; 
 Compliance Certification Services Inc. (Hsintien Lab.) 
 No.165, Chunghsen Road, Hsintien City, Taipei Hsien, Taiwan 
 TEL:+886-2-2217-0894*10 
 FAX:+886-2-2217-1029 
 hliana@ccsemc.com.tw 
 ===================  
----- &#36681;&#21576;&#32773; hliana/ccsemc &#26044; 2004/01/16 04:20 PM -----  
     znaomi  
      &#24373;&#23478;&#33729;  
      2004/01/16 03:11 PM  
 
      
              &#25910;&#20214;&#20154;&#65306;        hliana/ccsemc@ccsemc  
              &#21103;&#26412;&#25220;&#36865;&#65306;          
              &#20027;&#26088;&#65306;        Re: AN04T3593 NUTEK ALARM 
ELVNTRCA&#36899;&#32080;  
 
 
 
 
TCB Review Questions for AN04T3593 NUTEK ALARM ELVNTRCA  
 
Question #1: Schematics is not readable please resubmit a clear copy. 
--->Attached please find Schematics.jpg. 
 
Question #2: Test report page 10, 15.205 is marked as not necessary. Please 
explain why 15.205 do not apply? 
--->Sorry about that! Attached please find C30710402-RP (NUTEK  
ELVNTRCA)new.pdf.  
 
Question #3: Does all 4 buttons generate the same code sequence? If not, why 
same duty-cycle correct-factor was used in the emission measurement? Please 
explain. 
--->Sorry about that! Attached please find C30710402-RP (NUTEK  
ELVNTRCA)new.pdf.  
 
Question #4: Test report page 5, indicated following items are all out of 
cal. Please explain why they were used in the test. 
R&S MEASURE RECEIVER / ADVANTEST SPECTRUM ANALYZER / SCHAFFNER ANTENNA 



BELDEN CABLE / SCHAFFNER PRE-AMPLIFIER / CCS Site NSA  
--->The date tested in July 07, 2003 and July 10, 2003. so those equipment  
aren't out of cal. or maybe u have any suggestion in the question. 
 
Although u didnt ask the Question #5 #6 in this e-mail, but u ask the  
question in the "AN04T3592 NUTEK ALARM ELVNTRCB" e-mail, so i update  
it here.  
 
Question #5: Users manual does not have the info according to "CFR47 
Section 15.21". Please revise users manual to include the info.  
--->Attached please find new users manual.  
 
Question #6: Users manual is very blurry; please resubmit a clear copy if 
possible.  
--->Sorry about that! because the customer didnt provide us the file,  
just paper only. if there is any question, please don't hesitate to  
contact me.  
 
 
Best Regards 
 
Naomi Zhang  
 
 
 
TCB Review Questions for AN04T3593 NUTEK ALARM ELVNTRCA 
 
-EMC- 
 
Question #1: Schematics is not readable please resubmit a clear copy. 
 
Question #2: Test report page 10, 15.205 is marked as not necessary. Please 
explain why 15.205 do not apply? 
 
Question #3: Does all 4 buttons generate the same code sequence? If not, why 
same duty-cycle correct-factor was used in the emission measurement? Please 
explain. 
 
Question #4: Test report page 5, indicated following items are all out of 
cal. Please explain why they were used in the test. 
                R&S MEASURE RECEIVER 
                ADVANTEST SPECTRUM ANALYZER 
                SCHAFFNER ANTENNA 
                BELDEN CABLE 
                SCHAFFNER PRE-AMPLIFIER 
                CCS Site NSA  
 
The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue 
on the above referenced application. Failure to provide the requested 
information within 60 days of the original e-mail date may result in 
application dismissal and forfeiture of the filing fee. Also, please note 
that partial responses increase processing time and should not be submitted. 
Any questions about the content of this correspondence should be directed to 
the e-mail address listed below the name of the sender. 
 
Best Regards 
 



Steve Cheng / TCB Technical Reviewer 
Compliance Certification Services 
561F Monterey Road 
Morgan Hill, CA 95037 
Tel:(408) 463-0885 x: 119 
Fax:(408) 463-0888 
scheng@ccsemc.com 
http:\\www.ccsemc.com 
 
 
 
 


